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**The relevance** is due primarily to the fact that at the present stage of development of the socio-political system, the problems of ensuring social security have acquired particular importance and significance. At present, the internal space and social sphere of Russian society and the state are characterized by the presence of significant contradictions, caused by objective both internal and external factors. In particular, we can note here the insufficiently high rates of economic growth, the decline in real incomes of the population, the ambiguous results of the functioning of the social sphere.

**The purpose of the study** is to comprehensively summarize the theoretical and practical aspects of management ensuring stable social relations as the basis for the security of the territorial community in a multiethnic urban district and to develop on this basis practice-oriented recommendations aimed at improving this type of management activity carried out by local governments.

**Tasks.** achieving this goal involves the consistent solution of the following logically related scientific and practical problems:

- specify the concept of social stability, analyze its structure, and systematize the factors that define it;
- to analyze the category of polyethnicity as a social characteristic of a territorial entity;
- consider the concept of territorial community security as an integrated management category;
- systematize the institutional framework for ensuring the security of the territorial community;
- to summarize the main activities of local governments to ensure stable social relations as the basis for the security of the territorial community in a multiethnic urban district;
- to develop recommendations for optimizing the management of stable social relations as the basis for the security of the territorial community in a multiethnic urban district.

**The object of the research** is a complex of social relations that is taking shape in the territory of a municipality and is a significant factor in the safety of the territorial community.

**The subject of the research** is the process of management ensuring stable relations, which are the basis of security in a multiethnic municipality of a city type.
The main results of the study are that, taking into account the peculiarities of the current socio-political situation and political management trends in this area, the concept of social stability was specified, its structure was clarified, and the factors that determine it were systematized; summarizes the content of the category of polyethnicity as a social characteristic of a territorial entity; and also detailed the concept of security of the territorial community as an integrated management category.

Recommendations. A set of practice-oriented recommendations was developed in the work, which are combined in two directions:

1. Expansion of public control tools in the field of ensuring stable social relations as the basis for the security of the territorial community;

2. Expansion of social partnership in the field of ensuring stable social relations as the basis for the security of the territorial community.